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What in the World is Web 3?
Some shallow-uneducated-troll geeks have invented the terminology Web 1, Web 2, and Web 3 for internet like Intel
Company named their CPU generation numbers. For examples, Core i8 8th Gen, Core i9, 9th Gen. They spread “Web 3” all
over the internet with videos and articles putting some non-geek bimbos on frontline as reporters reading scripts,
explaining technology while in truth all that type really cared about is makeup, hair color, shoes, fashion, and shallow
human appearance fixing skills. These videos and articles vex me because they make impressions and deceptions as if they
or some other groups of people in the world are authoring World Wide Web (WWW protocols) and internet like changing
codes of programs. I clarify this is a despicable lie. Below is how they classify internet and WWW:
Web 1 (or W1): When most internet web pages are Static Pages (non-interactive pages);
Web 2 (or W2): When internet pages are Dynamic Pages and with existence of VPN and Tor network but privacy topics has
much issues, this era as of 1/20/2022 they classify as present times;
Web 3 (or W3): Future Era where all social media, singing up applications on internet, will use concepts of crypto wallets
just like how crypto people connect to DEX, Farms, Games, and many APPs in crypto world. In addition, the crypto driven
projects like Helium (HNT) will provide independent (non-government controlled) internet access services instead of
“traditional” ISP like Spectrum, Dish, NorthState, and others. The users of these types of HNT web access have no ID,
profiles, or accounts. I will not describe details due to the scope of this article.
In summary, activities and usages in Crypto Wallet concepts (software protocols), and independent Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) will change the evolution of the way people use internet. They present these future trends in very
deceptive confusing impression and terminology Web3, as if they are in charge but in fact, this is just an evolution.
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